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To all whom it may concern: 7 

' Be it known that I, RICHARD VARLEY, a citi 
zen of the United States, residing at Provi 
dence, in the county of Providence and State 
of Rhode Island, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Lock-Nuts, of 
which the following is a full,’ clear, and exact 
description. ' 

This invention relates to lock-nuts, the 'ob—> 
ject being to provide an e?icient device of th is‘ 
character; and the invention consists, essen 
tially, of a nut having a concentric plate of 
the same peripheral shape as the nut and axi 
ally pivoted’ thereto to rotate with respect to 
the not through a fraction of a rotation, in 
combination with a locking—plate having an 
opening therein of the shape of the exterior 
of the nut and adapted to ?t over the latter to 
prevent the nut from turning and to be re 
tained in position by the said rotary plate, the. 
locking-plate being itself secured by engage 
ment with a ?xed pin. ' ' I _ 

The description in detail follows, with ref 
erence to the accompanying drawings, in 
which 
Figure 1 is a plan of the nut-lock. 2 

is a section on line 50 m of 1, and Fig. 3 is - 
a section taken at right angles to the‘view» 
shown in Fig. 2 and also illustrating a modi 
?cation. 
A indicates a base or other part through 

which the bolt a projects. 
drawn through the base by a nut 6, having the 
usual threaded axial hole, the hole in this case 
not extending entirely through the nut. To 
the upper side of the nut is attached concen 
trically a retaining-plate c, the mode of at-. 
tachment being by means of a center screw d. 
The periphery ofthis plate is of the same shape 
and diameter as that of the nut-that isto 
say, if the nut is hexagonal the plate is also 
hexagonal and of the same diameter at corre 
sponding locations. The plate is applied to 
the nut in the following manner: The screw 
is ?rst passed loosely through a hole in plate 
0 and enters a threaded axial hole in the top 
of the nut; When the screw has passed into 
the threaded hole to the full extent, it is 

i will thereafter turn together. 

This bolt is to be‘ 

slacked back slightly and the plate turned to. 
bring its ?at sides or edges into the same 
planes, respectively, with those of the nut. 
Then the screw is soldered or otherwise se 
cured to the plate, so that the plate and screw 

At diametric 
ally opposite points the plate is provided with 
notches c’ or slots extending concentrically 
over a fraction of the circumference of the 
plate; 
spectively, which project upward into these 
notches and serve to limit the rotary motion 
of the plate with respect to the nut in such a 
manner that by turning the plate until the 
pins are at one end of the notches or slots the 
corners of the plate will stand across or be 
yond the ?at sides of the nut, while by turn 
ing the plate to the opposite position its cor- 
ners andsides will occupy the same planes, re 
spectively, as those of the nut. In the top of 
the nut there are also two other pins f and f’, 
whicli- rest loosely in cavities f2 upon springs 
f3, contained therein, the spring tending to 
force the pin upward against the under side 
of the plate a. The plate is provided with 
two “sockets for each pin, which are so located 
that when the plate is at the limit of either of 
its positions it will there be held against re 
verse movement by the pins engaging with 
their corresponding sockets. . _ 

' g, is a locking-plate which is provided with 
an opening of the same shape as the nut and 
adapted to pass freely over the nut and rest 
upon the base A. This locking-plate is pro 
vided with a tailpiece 9’, having a hole g2, and 
the baselplate A is provided with a pin a’, 
adapted to enter said hole. 

I ~ To apply and lock the nut, the procedure 
‘is ‘as/follows: First the nut is screwed over 
the bolt at until the proper degree of security 
is obtained. I Then the plate 0 is adjusted, if 
necessary, to bring its sides into the same plane 
with those of the nut. Then the locking-plate 
g is presented to the nut with its tailpiece g’ 
in a position to aline its opening 92 with the 
pin a’, if possible. If the position of the nut 
when tight will not permit‘; the opening 92 to 
pass over the pine’, the nut is set backa fra'c—‘ 
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tion of a rotation to allow said opening to line 
up with the pin. Then the plate g is passed 
fully over the nut and the pin a’ to occupy 
the position shown in Fig. 2.v The locking 
plate thus prevents further rotation of the 
nut. It now becomes necessary to retain the 
locking-plate in position, notwithstanding any 
jarring or rough usage to which the nut may 
be subjected. This is done by giving the plate 
g a partial rotation to bring its corners across 
or beyond the sides of the nut, so ‘that they 
will overlap the locking-plate g. Since the 
plate 6 is ?rmly secured to the nut, the lock 
ing-plate cannot become detached therefrom. 
When the plate 0 is thus adjusted, the spring 
pins f and f’ prevent the return of the plate 
0 to a position where the locking-plate would 
be released. 
-I intend using this lock-nut on an electrical 

apparatus wherein the necessity of having the 
nut absolutely tight'against the base A is not 
so great as to have a good electrical connec 
tion between the nut and base. For this 
reason any slacking of the nut that may be nec 
essary to bring the hole in the locking-plate 
into line with the pin a’ is not material so long 
as it does not vitiate the electrical connection 
before mentioned, and to prevent this for my 
own purposes I propose to place a perforated 
spring-plate it between the nut and the ‘base 
A, said plate being passed over the bolt a and 
secured to the base A. Thus when the nut is 
slacked back, if the same is necessary, the elec 
trical connection between the nut and the base 
A is maintained through the spring. Fig. 3 
shows the nut slacked back, but'considerably 
exaggerated for the purposes of illustration. 
The operation of removing the nut is very 
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simple. First the plate 0 is returned to its 
original position, then the locking-plate g is 
withdrawn, after which a wrench can be ap 
plied to the nut. 
Having described my invention, I_claim~ 
1. The combination of a nut, a locking-plate 

?tting over the same, means for preventing 
the turning of said plate and a retaining-plate 
axially pivoted to the top of the nut and adapt 
ed to be turned to overlap the locking-plate. 

2. The combination of a nut, a locking-plate 
consisting of a-body having an opening adapt 
ed to fit over the nut and a tailpiece having 
an opening therein, a?xed pin adapted to en 
gage the opening of the tailpiece, and a retain 
ing-plate rotatably attached to the top of the 
nut and adapted to overlap the locking-plate. 

3. The combination of a polygonal nut, a 
locking-plate having an opening adapted to ?t 
over said nut, a polygonal plate of the same 
shape and diameter as the nut and rotatably 
attached to the top of the nut, whereby the 
rotation of the plate to a certain position will 
cause the latter to overlap the locking-plate. 

4:. The combination of a polygonal nut, a 
locking-plate adapted to ?t over the same, a 
polygonal plate rotatably attached to the top 
of the‘nut, openings in said plate and pins car 
ried by the nut and projecting into the open 
ings to determine the limits of rotation of the 
plate, for the purpose set forth. - 
In witness whereof I subscribe my signature 

in presence of two witnesses. 

RICHARD VARLEY. 
Witnesses: _ 

MAMIE M. GRosWELL, 
WILLETT CHADwIcK. 
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